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Abstract

The ternary uranium compound UCu2Sn with a hexagonal ZrPt2Al‑type structure
shows a phase transition a七16 K. We reported previously that huge lattice‑so氏enmg
is accompanied by the phase transition, which originates from ferroquadmpolar or‑
dering of the ground state non‑Kramers doublet F5. However, the electronic en‑
tropy in UCu2Sn was not reproduced by the entropy calculated from that CEF level

scheme. We measured the‑elastic modulus CQQ in the magnetic鮎Id parallel to [1叫,
[oo1] and [110] by the phase‑comparison type pulse‑echo method and made out the

H ‑ T phase diagram of UCu2Sn. So, we optimized the CEF parameters so as
to reproduce七he data of entropy, magnetic susceptibility, elastic moduli and CQQ

in the magnetic丘eld parallel to [100], [001] and [110]. The proposed level scheme
is the ground state doublet F5,七he丘rst excited state ^ at 109 K and ‑

. The

H ‑ T phase diagram is well reproduced. A macroscopic strain, which is expected
to emerge spontaneously, was not detected by powder X‑ray diffraction in the tem‑
perature range between 4.2 and 300 K. To search the spontaneous strain, we have
manufactured the capacitance cell and carried out thermal expansion measurements
on a single‑crystalline sample along the a, b and c axes using a capacitance tech‑

mque with the resolution of 10‑ We found the spontaneous exx ‑ syy strain which
couples to the ground state doublet F5. The effect of uniaxial pressure along the a,
b and c axes on the transition temperature is also discussed.
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l.1 Orbi七al且exibility .

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Orbital flexibility

The electron on each orbit moves in a electric charge distribution depended on
the orbit. A wave function of5, p, d and / orbits are shown in Fig. 1. s orbit which
is a orbital angular momentum L ‑ 0 is expressed a畠scalar, that is the monopole.
p orbit which is L ‑ 1 is expressed as vector, that is the dipole, and a orbit which is
L ‑ 2 is expressed as second‑order tensor, that is the quadrupole. / orbit which is
L ‑ 3 is expressed as third‑order tensor, that is the octopole. The orbit which has a
multipole higher than a quadrupole is d and / orbits. A symmetry of electron on the
orbit is lowered by a crystal electric field ( CEF ) from other ligands depended on
the crystal structure. In / ele占tron systems, few high symmetry compoundsフsuch as

a cubic, have a octopole. In a hexagonal symmetry, thereto, some compounds have a

quadrupole at the highest. Multipoles which have such a electric charge distribution
arranged in parallel and anti‑parallel with each other are called as rerromultipolar
and anti‑ferromultipolar ordering. In ferroquadrupolar ordering, quadrupole couples
七o strain which is the second‑order tensor and the crystal symmetry lowers.

A鮎xibility of an electric charge and a spin, which are related to the electric
conduction and the magnetism for instance, respectively, are considered mainly so
far in solid state properties. Recently, a orbital flexibility is attracted in addition to
the electric charge鮎xibili七y and七he spin鮎xibili七y. Extensive searches have been
carried out for the interaction between the spin flexibility and the orbital flexibility
and among the orbital flexibility. In d electron systems, many compounds, such as a
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perovskitかtype Mn oxides, are reported to show the order of orbital鮎xibility. The
perovskite‑type Mn oxides have been applied to a magnetic device by using a colossal
magnetoresistance derived from the orbital flexibility. The orbital angular momen‑
turn L is quenched in the d electron systems which have the itinerant property.
CEF effect is relatively stronger than a spin‑orbital interaction. The Jahn‑Teller
interaction which is a interaction between a strain and multipole is mainly affected
to

order

in

d

electron

systems.

In

4/

electron

systemsフmany

compounds,

such

as

CeBf, are reported to show the order of orbital鮎xibility [1】･ In case of a locaレ
ized ∫ electron state in 4J electron systems, the total angular momentum J is good
quantum number according to the spin‑orbit interaction which is relatively stronger
than CEF. The multipole‑multipole interaction is mainly affected to order in Of
electron systems. In 5/ electron systems, a few compounds, including NpO2 [2]
UPd3 [3], URu2Si2 [4], UNiSn [5] and UCu2Sn [6], are reported to show the muト
tipolar ordering. 5′ electrons have an intermediate property between the strongly
localized property of 4/ electrons and the itinerant property of d electrons. Shown
in Fig. 2 [7], 5/ electrons mainly exist in the inside of 6s and 6p orbits as for spatial
spread of the U wave function. However, 5∫ electrons have a certain probability of
existence also in the outside of these orbits. Studies of the multipolar ordering in 5′
electron systems which connect between d and 4/ electron systems are useful to an
understanding of the multipolar ordering as whole the strongly correlated electron
sys七em･

1.2

UCuoSn

Tbe七ernary uranium compound UCu2Sn has a hexagonal ZrPt2Al‑type structure

(space group p63/mmc) shown in Fig. 3. U, Cu and Sn atoms are located in (1/3,
2/3, 1/4), (1/3, 2/3, 0.58) and (0, 0, 0) atomic site, respectively. Lattice parameters
are α = 4.457 A and c = 8.713 A at room temperature. All constituent atoms are

stacked

Cu,

U

in

and

layers

Cu‑

perpendicular

.

U

atoms

in

to

the

UCu2Sn

hexagonal

which

have

c‑axis

a

with

single

U

a

sequence

site

form

a

of

‑

Sn,

triangular

lattice. A distance between U layer and Cu layers of upper and lower sides is
unequivalent though a distance between U layer and Sn layers is equivalent. The
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nearest interatomic distance between U and U, Cu and Sn are du‑u ‑ 4.46 A
c^u‑cu ‑ 2.87 A and du‑sn ‑ 3.37 A , respectively [8]. It is thought that a influence
by the overlap between 5/ electron wave functions of U is small since du‑u > Hill
limit[9】･
Takabatake et al. found that UCu2Sn underwent a phase transition around 16
K [10]. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of specific heat for instance. At
first, the transition was considered as an antiferromagnetic ordering because cusp‑
1ike behavior was seen at 16 K in the magnetic susceptibility shown in Fig.5 and

spin‑触p‑like change in the magnetization curve was also observed at 23.5 T in the
ordered state shown in Fig.6 [11]. As for the electrical resistivity shown in Fig. 7, a

rapid increase below 16 K was considered as an in触ence caused by development of
the superzone gap [11]. However, the transition was estimated to be a non‑magnetic
one since Mossbauer [12] and NMR [13] ( Fig. 8 ) spectroscopies inferred the absence
of a hyper￡ne field at Sn and Cu sites and neutron diffraction detected no magnetic

re鮎ction [11] in the ordered state. In Muon Spin Resonance ( 〃SR ) measureme叫
furthermore, no change was detected in muon spin relaxation between above and
below 16 K [14].
we estimated a entropy derived from electrons in UCu2Sn, which subtracted the
specific heat caused by a lattice contribution of reference compound ThCu2Sn from
the data of UCu2Sn, shown by solid circles in inset of Fig. 4. The electronic entropy
in UCu2Sn is about.Rln2 at 16 K, where R is gas constant. The ground state of
CEF in non‑ordered state is considered as a doublet. The magnetic susceptibility

of UCu｡Sn above 150 K shows the Curie‑Weiss behavior with an e鮎ctive mag‑
netic

moment

of

//eff

‑

3.0

‑

3.6^B/U

corresponding

to

5/2

or

5/3

configura七ionsフ

which suggests the localized property of 5/ electrons above 150 K. If 5/ electrons
in UCu占Sn have the 5/2 configuration with the total angular momentum J ‑ 4 and

nearly localized property through to low temperatures, a ground multiplet of 5/
electrons in hexagonal CEF splits into seven eigen‑states; three singlets FI, T3 and
F4, and three non‑Kramers doublets 2F5 and F6 with degenerate quadrupoles, where
Ti denotes the irreducible representation for the 6/mmm point group. Therefore,
we expected that the ground state of UCu2Sn is non‑Kramers doublet which have a

3

quadrupole degeneracy･
If / elec七rons hav占a quadrupole moment, a strain induced by七he ultrasonic
linearly couples to these quadrupole moment and the elastic modulus correspond‑
ing to a symmetry of quadrupole moment shows a so氏ening. We measured elastic
moduli which are a good probe for observation of a lattice change. In Fig. 9, a large
so氏ening with more七ban 56 % reduction at 16 K was observed in the temperature
dependence of elastic modulus C66 [6], which is an evidence for th占quadrupolar

ordering of the ground state F5. Taking account of both the strain‑quadrupole cou‑
pling and the quadrupole‑quadrupole ( q‑q ) coupling, we analyzed CQQ and then
obtained

the

positive

sign

for

the

q‑q

coupling

coefficient

gT｡つthat

is,

ferroquadrupo‑

lar coupling in the ground state. To distinguish the quadrupolar ordering缶･om
the cooperative Jahn‑Teller transition, we employed a non‑dimensional parameter

D ≡ s'Co/VNo [15】 where g is the strain‑quadrupole coupling constant, 0 is the
background st此Iess and No is the number density of U ions per unit volume at room
temperature. The obtained result D > 1 clearly indicated that the q‑q coupling
gl predominates over the strain‑quadrupole coupling g in UCu2Sn and consequently
the transition is classified as the ferroquadrupolar ordering. The prominent result
of above work was finding of the phase transition in UCu2Sn caused by quadmpole
degeneracy of the ground state doublet F5. The level scheme of CEF which is most
reproducible for elastic moduli is shown in inset of Fig. 9. However, the electronic
entropy in UCu2Sn was not reproduced by the entropy calculated from the CEF
level scheme shown in inset of Fig. 4.
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Chapter 2
Purpose
To investigate the ordered state in UCu2Sn and make out the H ‑ T phase
diagram, We have measured the elastic modulus CQQ in七he magnetic丘eld parallel

to [100], [001】 and [110]. We have also optimized the CEF parameters so as to
reproduce the data of entropy, magnetic susceptibility, elastic moduli and C66 in the
magnetic field parallel to [100], [001] and [110].
The ferroquadrupolar ordering must be accompanied by a macroscopic strain
or distortion below TQ. To observe the spontaneous strain, we have carried out
the X‑ray d漁action experiment on a polycrystalline sample. There七oフwe nave
manufactured the capacitance cell and carried out七hermal expansion measuremen七s

on a single‑crystalline sample along the a, b and c axes using the sensitive three‑
terminal capacitance method with higher resolution ‑ 10"

5

Chapter 3
Experimental
3.1

Samples

A single crystal of UCu2Sn was grown by a Bridgman method. The details of
sample preparation was described elsewhere [11]. Electron Probe Micro Analysis for
our singlかcrys七alline sample of UCu2Sn detected the impurity phase of UCuSn a七
4 % of the host crystal. The dimensions of the sample is 2.824 × 2.908 × 3.288

mm3. Each plane was polished by number 800, 3000 carborundum and ￠ 0.05 jum
alumina powder so as to shape into a rectangular parallelepiped. A powdered sample
of UCu2Sn for X‑ray diffraction experiments was prepared from the polycrystal of
UCu2Sn. These samples were provided by Takabatake laboratory, Depar七血ent of
Quantum Matter, ADSM, Hiroshima Universi七y･

3.2

Ultrasonic measurements

3.2.1 Phase‑comparison type pulse‑echo method
The elastic modulus is given by the following relation:

C‑/w'

3‑1

where p is a mass density and v.is a propagation velocity. We disregarded a七em‑
pera七ure dependence of 〟 and applied the value of 〟 ‑ 10.72 ( g / cm3 ) at room
temperature because七he temperature dependence of 〟 is negligibly small as against
the temperature dependence of v.
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we measured the elastic modulus using a phase‑comparison type pulse‑echo
method. Figure 10 shows a diagram of the pulse‑echo method. Transducer which is
the electric‑acoustic translation device is bonded on both ends of a sample perpen‑
dicular to七he propagation direction of ultrasound. If a pulse voltage is impressed to

one transducer, ultrasound occurs from the transducer. The generated ultrasound

repeats re鮎ction at both ends of a sample, then, a pulse‑echo sequence is outputted
from other transducer. A propagation velocity v is given by following relation:
01
v

=

3‑2

‑

T

where I is a distance between two transducer, that is a sample length, and T is a
time interval of pulse‑echo.
A block diagram of the phase‑comparison method is shown in Fig･ ll. The
carrier wave of frequency / outputted from the oscillator is divided into a sample
and reference side. The signal of sample side is formed into a drive pulse by a diode
switch. The drive pulse is changed into the ultrasound by the transducer. Since
the generated ultrasound repeats re鮎c七ion at both ends of a sample,the phase of
ultrasound delays in proportion七o propagation time in a sample. The n‑七n pulsか
echo is propagated in a sample for distance of l(2n ‑.1)フthat is time of (In ‑ I)//帆

Thus, a phase contrast △

between the phase of pulse‑echo and reference signal is

given by following equation:

△On ‑ 27T/

(2n‑1)J

(3.3)

△￠ is detected by the phase detector. When the ultrasonic velocity‑v in a sample
changes △v, △On also changes with temperature change of a sample. Frequency /
is changed △/ so as to take 0 for △￠

△0 ‑ 27T/

n‑I)/

v

This process is presented as

∩̲′L.

^ハ(2n‑1)i

27T(/ + A/)
̀t＼

v+△v

(3.4)

Thus, a relative change of ultrasonic velocity, △v/v, is given by following equation:

Avv学‑

(3.5)

By measuring a relative change of frequency, the relative change of ultrasonic velocity
in a sample is measured. Here, a temperature change of sample length I is negligibly
7

small. A block diagram of the equipment for ultrasonic measurement is shown in
Fig 12. The details of device development was described elsewhere [16].

3.2.2

Measurements

we used the transducer made from LiNbO3 which is fundamental frequency of
"9MHz. RTV rubber was used as a bond between sample and transducer. Mea‑
surements were performed by putting the sample rod, which is attached the angle
rotation cell,七o a Variable Temperature Insert ( VTI ) with a 16 T superconducting

magnet. Temperature was downed to 4.2 K using liquid 4He and then downed to
about 2 K by pomping liquid 4He with the Alcatel pump. Intelligent Temperature
Controller ( ITC4 ) was used for temperature control with a neater. Temperature
of sample was measured by a Carbon Glass Resistor ( CGR ) thermometer with七he

AC resistance.bridge ( AVS‑46 ). The thermometer was calibrated from 1.3 K to
300Kin azeromagneticfieldandfrom 1.3to 150 KiムH ‑ 2.5, 5, 10and 14T. We
measured the temperature dependence of elastic modulus C66 from 3 to 30 K in H ‑
2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12 and 14 T parallel to [100], [001] and [110] by the phase‑comparison
type pulse‑echo method･

3.3

X‑ray di軌action experiments

when the monochrome X‑ray of wavelength A is radiated to a powder polycrystal
sample, A is given by the Bragg equation:
A ‑ 2dhkisin

3.6

where 9 is a incident angle of X‑ray to a sample, d is a interval of lattice plane and
hkl is the Miller index. Then, a diffraction peak of X‑ray is observed in the direction
of 16 for the incident direction of X‑ray.
we carried ou七仏e X‑ray di飴action measurement in七he cryogenic center of
Hiroshima university. The intensity of X‑ray diffraction was detected by the scintil‑
lation counter. Helium flow type cryostat which has the optical window for X‑ray
is connected with 4He vessel by七he transfer tube. The cryosta七is cooled down

by decompressed circulation of 4He with a pump. Since a sample space, which is
8

sealed with the radiation shield, is changed into a vacuum state in advance and then
a circulating decompressed state of 4He, the sample space is maintained at nearly
vacuum state. Temperature control was carried out by ITC4 with a heater. Powder
polycrystal sample was taken on a Cu plate and五xed by ApiezoかN‑grease which
was melted and diluted with toluene. X‑ray diffraction was measured as a function
of 19/0 from 20 to 76‑ with a step width ofO.012‑ and a counting time of 2 s at
4.2, 10, 12, 20, 77, 296 K. Figure 13 shows a calculation result of di免

action peak

position and intensity for UCu2Sn by the Rietveld analysis. Numerical characters
in parenthesis show the Miller index.

3.4

Thermal甲pansion measurements

畠.4.1 Capacitance method
A capacitance method, which measures a change of capacitance between two
electrodes as minute expansion and contraction of a sample, is one of techniques
for thermal expansion measurement. Figure 14 shows a diagram of capacitance
method. Sample is located between the inside of capacitance cell and the movable
plate electrode. The movable plate electrode moves smoothly parallel七o the丘Ⅹed
plate electrode in response to minute change of a sa羊nple length.

when only sample temperature is changed, minute change of parallel plate elec‑
trodes interval, that is minute change of the sample length, is detected as the change
of capacitance. The capacitance C between parallel plate electrodes in Fig. 14 is
given by the following equation:

c ‑牀d言

(3.7)

where 5 is a area of parallel plate electrodes, d is the parallel plate electrodes interval
and ｣d is the dielectric constant between parallel plate electrodes. If minute change

of capacitance, AC, varies in response to minute change of d, Ad, Ad is represented
aS

Ad

AC

d

C

9

(3.8)

Here, mimi七e change of the sample length, △/, is equal to ‑△d. If △l ‑ ‑△d
is substituted to formula 3.8, a thermal expansion AZ/Z is given by the following
equation:

Al dAC

T 丁‑否

(3.9

The resolution of our experiments, which is d ‑ 0.1 mm, C ‑ 12pF, AC ‑ 5 x 10"
is‑10

forour‑3mmsample.

So far, only a change of the sample length by temperature change is considered.
However, it is difficult to measure only a change of七he sample length by七empera‑

ture change in actual measurement because the capacitance cell itself expands and
contracts depending on temperature change. A change of the sample length by tem‑
perature change is obtained by subtracting a change of the capacitance cell from
measured total change when temperature of the capacitance cell keeps sample
temperature. The parallel plate electrodes interval d increases in case that a sample
is shrunk. Meanwhile, d decreases if the capacitance cell is shrunk. A change of

parallel plate electrodes interval, (Ad)J^e, is given by following relation:
(△o)sample
meas.△7¥sample,△Ocell

(3.10)

where (△Osampe is a change of the sample length and (△Oceii is a change of the
capacitance cell. Temperature change of the capacitance cell is obtained to measure

a standard sample that the thermal expansion is exactly decided. We measured the
thermal expansion of copper as the standard sample [17]. Temperature change of
capacitance cell is given by following relation:
(△ocell△^)meas.+(△ncu
vlit.

3.ll

where (△Osample is equal to (△0* in case of copper as the standard sample. Thus,
temperature change of the sample length is decided by following relation, using
formulas 3.10 and 3.ll:

(△osample△<c?r+(△o+(△/ru
viit.
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(3.12)

3.4.2

Three‑terminal method

The capaci七ance between parallel plate electrodes is exactly decided in case that

these are covered by earthed conductor. Figures 15 and 16 show a diagram of
the three‑terminal method and a equivalent circuit of the three‑terminal method,
respectively. The capacitance between parallel plate electrodes, Cx, and a capaci‑
tance between parallel plate electrodes and earthed conductor, CHG and CLQ, are
called as the direct capacitance and the terminal capacitance, respectively. Figure 17
shows a diagram of bridge circuit to remove the terminal capacitance, where us is
a standard capacitance, CHG? 0#G, CLG and C[G are terminal capacitance and G is
the earth. Only direct capacitance is detected as Cx by well balanced Fx with Vs.
The bridge circuit is balanced without current flow in the detector D by adjusting
the ratio of Vx and Vs‑ Then, a difference of voltages between G and E becomes
zero and all current which且owed on C*x且ow into Cs‑ Thus, a balance condition is
given by following relation:

vs ys ‑Vx Yx

(3.13)

where Yx and Ys are the admittance of measured capacitance and standard capaci‑
tance, respectively.

In actual measurements, a parallel constituent impedance Rp caused by dielec‑
trie loss and insulating resistance and a serial constituent impedance Rs caused by
contact resistance and resistance of lead wire exist in addition to the admittance.
A in丑uence of月

rather than a influence of Rs is important in low frequency. The

admittance Y is given by following equation:
y

=

RS+岩戸

･妄

(3.14)

Here, uCRs is much less than 1 because of/ ‑ 1 kHz, Rb ‑ 10, 0 ‑ 12 pF. The
admittance Y is expanded as follows:

y‑juCトuCRs+蒜

(3.15)

･Rs is negligible because ofRp ‑ 107, that is uCRp ‑ 1. Therefore, formula 3.15 is
represented as
1

Y=juC+房･
11

(3.16)

It assumes that Rp component and admittance corresponding to the capacitance
Cx, Os are Rx, Rs and Fx, ^s, respectively. Formula 3.16 is rewrote as follows:
1

ys

‑

jucs+

yx

‑

jwCx+

Rs
1

flx

Usingformulas3.13,3.17and3.18,thebalanceconditionisgivenbyfollowing
equation:
vs(jwCs+孟‑v;
x(juCx+去(3.19)
Ifformula3.19isdividedintoarealpartandanimaginarypart,formula3.19is
rewroteasfollows:
I/o
x‑rriO
<^x‑^sTT
vx(3.20)
vx
Rx‑Rs‑o7‑
^s(3.21)
Thus,ifarealpartandanimaginarypartarebalancedindependently,capacitance
Cxcanbemeasuredexactly.

3.4.3

Measurements

we have manufactured the capacitance cell based on the three‑terminal capac‑
itance method [18]. Figure 18 shows the s七ruc七ure of our capacitance cell･ Our

capacitance cell becomes uniform temperature quickly without local distortion in
response to a temperature change since components of capacitance cell, which are
made from copper, are wholly column‑shaped. Both plane of the plate electrode was
polished so as to be parallel. The movable plate electrode always moves in parallel
to七he丘xed plate electrode because the movable plate electrode is supported by

three rods and a sample is fixed with spring. We used a flexible Be‑Cu spring in
fear of the in且uence of tension from a spring to a sample as possible. Since a sample
space is丘xation, we needed to prepare one spacer about one axis. It is a possibility
･七hat the present experimental setup may disregard七he sxy strain technically even
though i七emerges. As depicted in Fig.19(a), a change in the sample length along
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the x direction, consequently the strain s｡エー｣w, can be directly measured since

we capacitively detect the change in spacing between the parallel plate electrodes.
In the case of the strain exy｡ the sample will rotate so as to丘t the two surfaces of

the sample onto the parallel plates as shown in Fig.19(b). The change Ad in the
parallel plate electrodes interval will be negligibly small because △d is proportional
to (ト書E芝H ). Temperature of sample was measured by a cernox thermometer,
which was calibrated from 1.5 K to 280 K, with the AC resistance bridge ( AVS‑47
The thermometer thermally contacts with the capacitance cell by Apiezon‑N‑grease.
To avoid a earth loop, only one coaxial cable, which is made from,stainless to pre‑
vent a heat influx from outside, was earthed. Thermal expansion was measured as
a function of七emperature了｢免om 4.2 to 40 K with a temperature interval of 0.1

K along the a, b and c axes using the capacitance bridge (ANDEEN HAGERING
2500A). The b axis is defined as perpendicular to the a axis in the hexagonal c plane.
The value of △l/l for each axis was defined as ( l(T) ‑ J(40K) ) / Z(40K).
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Chapter 4

Results & Discussion
4.1

CEF parameters

4.1.1 Elastic modulus Os in magnetic field
Figures 20, 21 and 22 show the temperature dependence of C66 in the magnetic
field parallel to [100], [001] and [110], respectively. We made out the H ‑ T phase
diagram of UCu2Sn shown in Fig. 23, assuming that TQ is the minimum point of
data. In H // [100], a softening of elastic modulus at TQ is strongly suppressed with
increasing H. TQ shows a bending in low magnetic field and then decreases mono‑
tonically with increasing H. The softening of elastic modulus at TQ is suppressed
gradually and TQ decreases with increasing H in H // [001]. In H // [110], the soft‑
ening of elastic modulus at TQ is strongly suppressed and TQ increases monotonically
with increasing H.

4.1.2

Strain susceptibility

ln our compound, a elastic strain induced by the ultrasound linearly couples to
the quadrupole moment derived from 5/ electrons and affects 5/ electron state as
a perturbation. The perturbation Hamiltonian HuE is given by following equation:

#1ME ‑ ∑ s‑cfliSi

(4.1)

甘

The calculation of strain susceptibility is performed by the Wigner‑Brillouin pertur‑
bation method. When the elastic strain is induced, each energy eigenvalue divided

1C!

by CEF, which is took a perturbation to the second‑order into consideration, is
presented as

Ei(どr) ‑E?+9r(i¥Oi )どr+9手∑

i(00r¥j)[

(4.2)

whereEfisanenergyeigenvalueinnon‑perturbationstate.Afreeenergyof
Helmholtzcontributedfrom5/electrons,Fion,isgivenbyfollowingequation:

^i｡n(｣r,T)‑‑No/cBTln^r,T)
‑NoAfeTln]Texp&Or)
k*T(4.3)
whereZisthepartitionfunctionandk&istheBoltzmannconstant.Meanwhile,
afreeenergyoriginatedfromakineticenergyandapotentialenergyofelectrons
otherthan5felectrons,rlattice)

ispresentedas

‑Filattice‑言ro
or4

(4.4)

ThetotalfreeenergyFtotalisaccordinglygivenbyfollowingequation:

(4.5)

‑Ftotal‑‑^lon+‑^lattice

The elastic modulus CT,ME is defined by the second‑order differentiation of total free
energy with respect to ep and given by following equation:

Cr,ME(T) ‑

<92Ftotal(｣r, T)

≡ 0 ‑ N｡s手xぎ(T)

0 ‑‑r

(4.6)

where xj is the strain susceptibility. xs with Eo in formula 4.2 is presented as

‑)≡‑叶署)̲･志〈牒)2)堰) (4.7)
where ( ) denotes a heat statistics average of the Boltzmann dis七ribu七ion. First and

second term in formula 4.7 are called as Van‑Vleck and Curie term, respectively, as is
the case with the magnetic susceptibility. Van‑Vleck and Curie七erm are contributed

from off‑diagonal and diagonal element of the quadrupole operator, respectively.
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In addition to the interaction of strain‑quadrupole coupling, the interaction of
q‑q coupling also occurs. The Hamiltonian originated from q‑q coupling, ‑ttq‑q,
using the molecular field approximation, is given by following equation:
4.8

HQ‑Qニー9ii ∑∑(Ori)Orf(j)
Ti

3

Thus, The temperature dependence of elastic modulus Cr(T) is given by the follow‑
ing equation:

000 ‑

‑No<?手xT(T)

l ‑&xr(T)

+Cn

4.9

where Co is the linear T dependence of the back ground stiffness assumed as

On=a+bT

(4.10)

4.1.3CEFparameters

weconsideraneffectiveHamiltonianHos.inzeromagneticfield;

Hes#cEF‑HuE+0
Ho‑B‑0‑+B‑
tQO+‑B6‑0‑+BIol
HME

‑ 9T5(Oxy｣xy + O2｣t) +9r6(Oyz｣yz + Ozx｣z｡｡)
+sr;o2‑er; + (s??O2‑ + <^Oj + s?苧06‑ +範Ol)er苧

HQ‑

(4,13)
4.14

‑*, (Ori)Ori

where B荒is CEF parameter. In a magnetic field, the Zeeman term:
Hzeeman ‑ ‑Qj^pJ 'H

4.15)

is added to the formula 4.ll.
we have optimized the CEF parameters in order七o reproduce the data of entropy,
magnetic susceptibility, elastic moduli and CQQ in the magne七ic丘eld. Figures 24,

25 and 26 show the fitting result of C66 in case of H ‑ 5,14 T along [100], [001]
and [110], respectively. Theoretical curves by solid line good reproduce all data
with the parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 27 shows the fitting result of
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magnetic susceptibility in case of a and b axes. Theoretical curves good reproduce
all data above TQ with CEF. The data below TQ is reproduced by 60 degree domain
structure. Theoretical curve assumed for 60 degree domain structure is smaller than
the data above TQ because of equally probability 60 degree domain structure. The
calculated entropy by CEF parameters is shown in Fig. 28. The data of entropy is
almost reproduced by CEF parameters though a little deviance is seen between the
data and theoretical curve. The CEF level scheme corresponding to CEF parameters
in Table 1 is shown in Fig. 29. The analysis of data proposed七he level scheme in

which the臥st excited state F4 is situated at 109 K, the second excited state F6
at

332

K

and

above

the

ground

state

doublet

T5.

Figure

30

shows

the

H

‑

phase diagram of UCu2Sn, assuming that TQ is the minimum point of the data and
theoretical curve. Theoretical curves well reproduce H ‑ T phase diagram in all H
// [100], [001]‑and [110]. TQ increases monotonically with increasing H // [110].
It is estimated that quadrupole moment is strongly induced because of a mixing

between the ground state and exited state in H // [110].

4.2

X‑ray di軌action

Figure 31 shows a X‑ray diffraction peak of UCu2Sn at 20 K and 4.2 K, that is
above and below TQ. Experimental results show almost same diffraction peak as the
calculation result in Rietveld analysis shown in Fig. 13. Diffraction peak at 43.3,
50.5 and 74.3‑ in experimental results are caused by Cu which is a basal plate of the
sample. The difference was not found in the position of diffraction peak between
above and below TQ. Therefore, we did not succeed in detecting any indication for
the spontaneous occurrence of macroscopic strain.

we numerically calculated the magnitude of strain taking account of the strain‑
quadrupole coupling constant of r5, #r5, in the analysis of elastic modulus by using
the relation [19]

kra

NokBgrt (Oro)

c,

(4.16)

where ¥gT5‡ ‑9.3K, C｡巴34, (Or5) = 5a七OKandkE ‑ 1.38× 1(T23 ( J/K).
The evaluated value (空2.50 × 10 ) was smaller than the experimental resolution
17

(空1×10‑3

4.3Thermalexpansion

Figure32showstemperaturedependenceofthermalexpansionAl/lbothfor
along'theaandbaxes.Athightemperatures,bothof.AZ/Jalongtheaandbaxes
decreasemonotonicallywithdecreasingtemperature.Atlowtemperaturesbelow
TIQ'△IIalongtheaaxis,thatis△a/a,rapidlyincreaseswithdecreasingtemper‑
ature,whereasA///alongthebaxis,thatisA6/6,continuestodecrease.Asfaras
thecrystalkeepsahexagonalsymmetry,Aa/aandA6/6shouldcoincidewitheach
othereventhoughitthermallyexpandsorcontracts.ButresultsofAa/aandA6/6
differwitheachotherbelowTQ.AsclearlyseeninFig.32,Aa/astartstodeviate
from△b/bat㍗20K.Thisbehaviorappearstocorrespondclosely七othatofthe
transversemodulusC66whichstartstosoftengraduallybelow‑20K.Theprecur‑
sorispossiblyascribedtothefluctuationofthequadrupolarordering.Figure33
showsthedifferenceAa/a‑A6/6,whichisproportionaltotheexpectedspontaneous
straineサー‑yyTheyy七rainisoneof七heep5strains.Thus,wesucceeded
indirectconfirmationofthemacroscopicdistortionduetotheferroquadrupolar
orderinginUCu2Sn.ThegroundstatedoubletF5hasadegeneracyofquadrupoles
OxyandO¥.OneoftheseorderparametersshouldemergebelowTQandtherefore
thecorrespondingstrainofsxyore∬yyisexpectedtoappearspontaneously.In
thepresentexperiment,onlythesxx‑｣yycomponentwhichlinearlycouples七o02
2
wasdetected.ThisresultstronglysuggeststhattheorderparameterisO¥.The
magnitudeofthestrainevaluateda七5Kisx10.Thisisthereasonwhy
wecouldnotdetectanycorrespondingstrainbythepowderX‑raydiffractionwith
aresolutionof10.However,thepresentvalueisoneorderofmagnitudesmaller
thanthevalueof2.5x10whichwasestimatedfromtheparametervaluesfitted
totheelasticmodulusobserved.Whenahexagonalsystemundergoesastructural
transition,a60degreesferroelastic‑typedomainisexpectedtoappearintheor‑
deredstate.In七hepresentcaseofUCi^Sn,webelievetonaveobservedtheaverage
ofthespontaneousstrainoverthosedomains.Thecalculatedvalueof2.5×10'
shouldberegardedasthemaximumvalueofthemacroscopicstrainexpectedfora
18

single‑domain sample.

Shown in Fig. 34 is the temperature dependence of thermal expansion A/// along
the c axis, that is Ac/c. At high temperatures, Ac/c decreases monotonically with
decreasing temperature. It increases gradually below ‑ 20 K and rapidly below TQ.
The magnitude of the strain evaluated at 5 K is ‑ 2.0 × 10 . This behavior is

di氏cult to explain by only quadrupolar ordering of F5 since a change caused by 1 5
strain is large within xy‑plane. △c/c calculated by CEF was unreproducible for a
increase of Ac/c below TQ. We have no convincing explanation for this increase in
△c/c, but a possible origin migh七be related to development of the secondary order
parameter O‑ which couples to 2szz ‑ exx ‑ ｣yy The strain‑quadrupole coupling
constant between 2どzz ‑ど

‑ eo and Oァis very large shown in Table 2.

The thermal expansion coe氏cient α is related to 51/1 by the following equation二
1 5L
α

5TI

where 6 and the subscript i denote an infinitesimal deference and each axis, re‑
spectively. Figure 35 shows the thermal expansion coe氏cients α as a function of
temperature along the a, b and c axes. Here, we assumed that the background vari‑
ation of the thermal expansion coe氏cient is given by α

‑ AT + BT3 [20]. The

values used for the fitting parameters A and B are listed in Table 3. From these
data, we can estimate the pressure effects on the transition temperature TQ, using
the Ehrenfest relation:

dTQ A/?TQK
dp

ACr

where the volume expansion coe氏cient △β is assumed as △β ‑ △αa + △αむ+ △αc･
Vm is the molar volume and △Cp is the change in the isobaric spec!丘c heat a七TQ･
We used the difference between α

and α

for △α

at Tn. The uniaxial pressure

effects on the transition temperature TQ are estimated from七his result. The values
/

of dTg/dPj along the a, b and c axes are listed in Table 4. We can estimate the
uniaxial pressure dependence of transition temperature in UCu2Sn for the first time.
The hydrostatic pressure effect on TQ is also estimated to be dTg/dP ‑ ‑6.0 x 10
K/GPa. This value is quite consistent with the ‑value dTq/dP ‑ ‑9.6 × 10‑1

reported for polycrystalline UCu2Sn in the hydrostatic pressure by Kurisu et al. [21]
19

The quantum critical point, that ferroquadrupolar ordering disappears, will be seen
about 26 GPa. The diamond anvil cell which generates high pressure is required to
attain the quantum critical point in UCu2on.

4.4

Pressure cell for ultrasonic measurements

To search a in且uence of pressure to the quadrupolar ordering, we are developing
the pressure cell which is possible to measure the elastic modulus with the ultra‑
sound. A diagram of the pressure cell for ultrasonic measurement is shown in Fig. 36.
The Co‑Ni alloy ( MP35N ) which is high intensity and non‑magnetic was used for
the pressure cell [22]. The diameter of a sample space is 5 mm. The sample space
which is filled by a pressure medium is pressurized by hand‑operated press machine
and retained pressure by closing a clamping bolt. We used a且uormer七as the pres‑

sure medium. The pressure in low temperature is checked at the superconductivity
transition temperature of Pb. The pressure, which is put at room temperature,
decreases with decreasing temperature, since a percentage of heat contraction of the
pressure cell differs from that of the fhiorinert. The pressure in the pressure cell at
low temperature, PL.T., is estimated by following equation [23]:

Tc(P) ‑ Tc(0) ‑ 0.365PL.T.

Figure 37 shows a diagram of the electrical feedthrough and sample space. A co‑
axial cable, which transmits a signal wi七hout七he in丘uence of electromagnetic wave

from the surrounding, is needed for ultrasonic measurement. However, the fluorinert
escapes from the co‑axial cable at the time of pressurization in case of the co‑axial
cable is put into the sample space. At the beginning, co‑axial cables were changed
into Cu wires at a outside of electrical feedthrough. In this case, measurement was
di氏cult due to the noise from a coupling of high frequency and so on. Therefore,
co‑axial cables were put into the position hardened wi七h七he stycas七near the sample

space. Though the stycast became weak to inner pressure, the noise of a signal
decreased sharply. Core wires and shield wires of co‑axial cables are changed into
Cu wires within stycast. Signal and ground side of transducer made from LiNbO3
are contacted to Cu wires with ln solder. Since LiNbO3 is a ferroelectric, signal
20

and ground side of transducer are needed to earth at the time of pressurization.
Figure 38 shows a pulse‑echo of quartz pressurized by 1 GPa at room temperature.
The pulse‑echo which is a little noise is measurable.

21

Chapter 5
Conclusion

We measured the elastic modulus C&Q in the magnetic field parallel to [100], [001]
and [110] by the phase‑comparison type pulse‑echo method and made out the H ‑T
phase diagram of UCu2Sn. So, we optimized the CEF parameters so as to reproduce
the data of entropy, magnetic susceptibility, elastic moduli and C6e in the magnetic
丘eld parallel to [100], [001] and [110]. The proposed level scheme is the ground state
doublet

T5,

the

first

excited

state

T4

at

109

K

and

.

The

H

‑T

phase

diagram

is well reproduced. To confirm the ferroquadrupolar ordering in UCu2Sn which is
indicated from the fitting of elastic modulus, we manufactured the capacitance cell
and measured the thermal expansion of single‑crystalline UCu2Sn along the a, b
c axes. The change in the thermal expansion below TQ clearly indicates the
spontaneous emergence of the macroscopic strain sxx ‑ syy, which couples to the
quadrupole Of. As a result, it is completely proved that the transition in UCu2Sn
at TQ originates from the ferroquadrupolar ordering. The enhancement of Ac/c
below TQ might be regarded as due to the development of the secondary order
parameter Oョ‑ We also discussed the uniaxial pressure effect on TQ, and succeeded

in evaluating dTq/dP^ for the丘rst time.
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Table 1: CEF parameters of UCu2Sn obtained from the fitting of entropy, magnetic

susceptibility, elastic moduli and CQQ in the magnetic鮎1d･
RO
‑2(K)0(K)
o.1083

‑3.899xlO‑2

R‑
^6(K)#6
^6(K)
‑3.973×10‑3

o.1532

Table 2: Obtained parameters in the丘t七ing of elastic moduli.
fri (K),<｣, (K),a(GPa)and.6(×1(T3GPa/K)

Op.
9Ti

A.
mode

oxy
9.32
0.496

0<o‑
u6

oyz
130.4
24.36u 28.83*
‑1.080

C66(r5) C44(r6) C33(r

1 〉

0.084

r芋)

0.005

Cu'r

α

33.85

40.04

62.25

80.70

b

･5.000

‑6.752

‑ll.99

‑16.14

D

1050

1.255

Table 3: Fitting parameters A and B for the background αbg of thermal expansion

coe氏cients.
β

axis A(K 2)
a,b

‑‑4

3.21x

3.73 × 10‑ll

6.46 ×

4.75 × 10‑ll

Table 4: Uniaxial pressure effects on the transition temperature TQ. The values for
dTQ/dPi are listed in K/Pa.
dTQ / dPa dTQ /dPb
‑4.02 × io‑‑10

+2.65×10 10

dTQ /dPc
‑4.60×

Figure 1: Wave function of (a) s orbit, (b) p orbit, (c) d orbit and (d) / orbit by
way of example.
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Figure 2: Wave function of U atom [7j.

O Sn.

Figure 3: The crystal structure of UC^Sn.
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respectively. The electronic entropy and calculated entropy using七he CEF [6] are
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Figure 5: The magnetic susceptibility of UCu2Sn along a, b and c axes are shown
by open circles, solid triangles and solid squares, respectively.
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Figure 6: The magnetization curve of UCu2Sn. The magnetization curve in upneld

is shown in七he inseり11.
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Figure 7: The electrical resistivity of UCu2Sn [11].
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Figure 10: A diagram of the pulse‑echo method.
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Figure ll: A block diagram of the phase‑comparison method.

Figure 12: A block diagram of七he equipmen七for ultrasonic measurement二

始〇.000

hO.on o

Figure 13: The position and intensity of di駄ac七ion peak壬'or UCi^Sn in Rietveld

analysis. Numerical characters in parenthesis show the Miller index.

Figure 14: A diagram of七he.capacitance method.

capacitor

gro und
Figure 15: A diagram of the three‑terminal method.

1
Figure 16: A equivalent circuit of the three‑terminal method.

V.
Figure 17: A diagram of bridge circuit for the three‑terminal method.

co‑axial cable

Figure 18: The structure of capacitance cell which is used for our experiments.
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Figure 19: (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for the capacitance
measurement. In七his con五guration, we can measure the change in the length along

the x direction, (b) Experimental setup for measuring exy across TQ.
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Figure 20: Temperature dependence of C66 in the magnetic field parallel to [100].
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Figure 21: Temperature dependence of Cm in the magnetic field parallel to [001].
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Figure 22: Temperature dependence ofO& in the magnetic field parallel to [110].
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Figure 23: The H‑T phase diagram of UCli2Sn. The solid circles, squares and trian‑
gles show the transition temperature TQ in H // [100], [001] and [110], respectively
assuming that TQ is the minimum point of data.
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Figure 24: Temperature dependence of C66 in the magnetic field H ‑ 5, 14 T parallel
to [1叫. The solid curve and the broken line show the丘tting and也e back ground
stiffness , respectively.
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Figure 25: Temperature dependence of CQQ in the magne七ic丘eld H ‑ 5, 14 T parallel

to [oo1]. The solid curve and the broken line show the fitting and the back ground
stiffness, respectively.

Figure 26: Temperature dependence of CQ6 in the magnetic field H ‑ 5, 14 T parallel
to [110]. The solid curve and the broken line show the fitting and the back ground
stiffness , respectively.
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Figure 27: The magnetic susceptibility of UCu2Sn along a and b axes are shown by
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fitting result with CEF along a and b axes, respectively. The green solid curve shows
the theoretical curve assumed for equally probability 60 degree domain structure.
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Figure 28: The magnetic entropy of UCu2Sn derived from 5/ electrons. The solid
curve snows the entropy calculated by CEF parameters.
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Figure 29: The CEF level scheme corresponding to CEF parameters in Table 1.
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Figure 30: The H‑T phase diagram of VCu2Sn. Solid curves show theoretical curves
calculated by丘tting parameters.
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Figure 31: X‑ray diffraction peak of UCu2Sn above and below
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open circles denote α measured along the a axis and solid triangles along七he o axis.
The broken curve indicates七he background α

(b) Solid circles denotes α along

the c axis and the broken curve indicates the background.
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Figure 36: A diagram of the pressure cell for ultrasonic measurement.

Figure 37: A diagram of the electrical feedthrough and sample space.
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